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0 comments. Best Results. Cloud-based video editing and broadcast platform designed to creatinÂ .2009: Tuesday,
October 14, 2009 I've been feeling sort of down lately, maybe because I've been sleeping too much, maybe

because I'm trying to find ways to cut back, or maybe because I'm just tired of being a heavy, heavy person. I'm
just overwhelmed with everything. I can tell that I really should change that, but it seems impossible. This

weekend has really helped me though. My partner and I went to see the Paul and Jonathan show. Paul Robeson
was my favorite performer. Whenever I listen to him, I just lose myself and think of him and his incredible voice.

That was what really helped me out. This is a picture I took on our way there.I've always wanted to go to a show at
the Birchmere and I am so glad I did. I think I really needed that. I also love his songs that he sang in the movie

about Jimmie Durham.It's a must see for someone. It was just as good as any I've seen before or after. I
recommend it. Today, I am going to my Dr. appointment for my physical.My physical is on Saturday and he is

always so nice and friendly. I get to play with balloons. If I don't get good news, maybe he will ask me to blow one
up. Thursday, October 2, 2009 I've been reading through some of my other blogs that I have. I've always thought
that it was funny how they are a little off topic. Maybe I'm just feeling a little down lately, so I'm thinking about
having a little off topic. Here is a couple of links that I came across. Facebook!A little over the top today. I just

can't help myself. I just had to share this. Netflix!I love this site!It's pretty much a huge library. Most of the books
they have I have read or in my reading list. Tuesday, September 29, 2009 There is something about the fall

season. Perhaps it's Halloween. I guess it's the weather that just gets me. The fact that I'm not used to it, and then
there's the fact that I've had such a down time at work. I still have to go to the doctor on Thursday, but I'm not

sure that will happen. I've been
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activation key.rarQ: how to populate html from ajax request to a php file? i have an ajax request that
i need to populate a html file with information, inside that html i have a php file that is supposed to

render that html. The problem is that i have to obtain the html before render it, so i have to know the
html to populate, i can't find a way to obtain it and inject it into the ajax request. edit: i have to

"populate" the html with results from the database. here's my php code:
$(document).ready(function() { $("#cont").hide(); $("#load").show(); $("#cont").load(

"dbHandler/getcontents.php"); }); '. $row['contents']. ' created on: '. $row['created_at']. ' ';
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someone suggested I go to Noodle's for karaage, which is essentially Japanese fried chicken but it's
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fried in a pressurised container that doesn't just fry the chicken but also fries the breading too. This
is perfect for very oily food, like fried chicken. It's kind of a passion thing, but if you really want a

Cinnabon in New York, this is the place. That was pretty much it. I had like a four-hour walk
yesterday, then took the train out to meet my friend there. You can find the subway map here. The

ambience at Linha is lovely, and if you need a slap-up meal and a nice glass of wine while you're
there it's perfect. But it's also very expensive, which I found odd, and it was the only bar where I

couldn't have a non-alcoholic drink. I checked on the website and the only option was beer. In the
end I couldn't be bothered with the long wait, so I ended up taking my drink back to the hotel, which

was more than $2 more than Linha for the same amount of time. That's the sacrifice you have to
make, and probably all bars are the same for that. Have you ever been to the Netherlands? I've had
friends who have, and they've told me it's really lively and cheap, and I am really excited to go. It

sounds like my kind of place. We have a Bottega over here that's half Italian, half gourmet
supermarket and half junk shop, and they sell all the best things that you can get in France at an

even better price. Unfortunately the junk shop bit of the thing gets a bit squirmy at times, and they
have a lot of different rip-off Prada bags that look like
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